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BOOKS and COMMENT
Robert Bunker

TE R TAN'S M A DN E S S
~

,

E

was, literally, mad. In time the
doctors would find ,him so. His classmates at Dwight, of
course, thought him simply comic.
.
The instructor in English lA was first to define !ertan's madness. "For most mortals," Tertan.was telling the class, "there are
only joys of biological urgings, gross and <;rass, such as the sensuous Captain Alving. For certain few there are ~he transmutations
beyond these to a contemplation of the utter whole:' Knowing
then that Tertan was out of his head, the lnstI'uctor went and told
ERDINAND TERTAN

theD~an.

It would of course be ridiculous to peg."all of Lionel Trilling's
thought toa single "mad" character in one of his short stories.1
Ridiculous, even though Trilling takes pains to balance Tertan,
in his story, agains,t the most appalling of.~pus politicians. The
politicians to be sure are admirably done; .they are fascinating
images of academic blight. If, then, Tri.lling brings on Tertan in
order to show them up, Tertan is finest foil for nightmare. But if
the campus politicians are drawn in order that we may better see
Tertan, we are left wondering: does Trilling intend us to reflect
that perhaps after all we can choose .only between "biological urgings, gross and crass" and Tertan's "utter whole"?
You remember the hideous Crooms, in Trilling's Middle of the
Journey, and their hideous protege Duck Caldwell. Arthur
Croom is an economist, and he will soon be an administrator. His
1 "Of This Time. of That Place:' (This and other references are listed at the end
of this review.)
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wife Nancy has "fine moral clarity." They quite see the folk. wisdom in Duck Caldwell, or for that matter in anyone, who shirks
the responsibilities administrators are so willing to take over. The
Crooms will not, naturally, discuss with John Laskell such defections as his recent sickness, or his half-longing for death: "They
seemed to [Laske1l] like all of affirmative iife. And aflirmative life
was no doubt what he needed now:' Or, more precisely, he needed the "no doubt," the administered life in which every man is
left only the tending of his own biological urgings.
In short, the Crooms, too, are nightmare. They start as Laskell's
dearest friends. They end as mechanistic humanitarians. They
are without imagination, symbols, of liberal blindness. They
. know no doubts.
Trilling's point that some po~itical thinkers aren't human beings is valid. and he does not allow his other characters to react
against these any more than is valid: Laskell does not decide tp
act upon the principle that all administrators are CroomS. His
visit with the Crooms iJ;ldeed helps him see mO,Ie intriguing complexity in man's adjustment than either they or he had allowed
for. In the course of the novel he finds new interest in the life he
has almost given up-the interest being, I hasten to add, almost
alto~ether intellectual. B6t he has not simply reacted against any
single source or symbol of "evil"; he has, rather, dettfrmined·that
he and all of us must somehow learn to keep administrat0t:S off
balance, just enough so that we make them allow for human dignity and variousness.
In short, Johit Laskell is a human being. He begins as the very
smallest-sized hero. He has already proved his inability to seize
the moment. His Elizabeth has died, of a chill on a tennis court,
before she and he have decided even that there is anything to de-, .
cide about their love beyond automatically living together. Laskell has come to his trade-public housing-only after learning he
is neither the artist nor the philosopher he fancied himself;
though inclined to Tertlm's "contemplation of the utter whole,"
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he has le~ed that his capacities are mote particularized. (Trilling is careful to show that Laskell'has enough ind~pendent income to live without a trade, if he really wants to.)~ He has lain
next to death, co~templating the miraculous being~f a rose. Bu,
in the end the rose died and Laskell, though half conVinced of the
desirability ofdeilth, got w~ll. He had reach~d only the middle of
hisjoumey.
I tried to read Trilling's The Liberal Imagination without the
help of Ferdinand Tertan and John Laskell; I could not. I have
h~d to use them, too, as thecruteh for th~ review. For ,s I shall
try to show, Trilling's criticism, taken without,his fiction, might
be taken as a denial that man is anything niore than the vehicle of
-or refugee from--his world'situation and~Jnepretty humorless
devils inside himself.
\\'!:
i
'
The Liberal Imagination is a collectiondf;Trillfug's "Essays on
Literature and Society." It ranges, as the blurb tells ~, "from
Tacitus to Kinsey, from 'Mark Twain to Freud:' It is an effort to
recall theli1?e~1 imagination, through literary study, to an awareness of "variousness, possibility, complexity, and difficulty:' And '
yet, prepo~terously, it is exactly those elements which Trilling has
mostly left out. He has engaged in annihilating attack against a
variety of materialists. He has written a little of the "possibility"
of contemplatio~. He has hashed over, s.everal times but lightly,' the advantages to a novelist ofthat "variousn~ss"of texture which
lies in class and manner. But conceming)the"compleXityand
difficulty" of the world we live in, Trillmg falls back on a guilt
almost as easy and automatic as-the materialistic optimism he so
condemns. He writes almost entirely of men who have sought
some contemplative balance-and then, ceased their creativity, or
mislaid their genius. He damns fiercely even' those writers he
cleariy admires. On both of these points, his A mold and' his
Forster are examples. The last· chapter of the Forster is given to
appareritly willful misunderstanding of a writer Trilling has already described with brilliant sympathy.
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.In short, we must remember that in Trilling's fiction John ~
kell did not die of abstraction but went back to his public housing. And that Tertan's. instructor in English lA-though sympathetically drawn, as a poet struggling for his own perceptionsstill knew Tertan was insane. Whereas in his criticism Trilling
seems to insist that if man may find meaning at all, he does so only
by the unending analysis of his own smallness. Laskell and the
English instructor-each up against the "complexity" Trilling
calls for but does not detail in his criticism-know better. They
know, that is, what it is to be an individual; they fight bitterly for
that knowledge. We must accordingly remember that if in his essays Trilling seems to forget his "variousness," he is acting primarily as polemicist. Yet even in seeking to demonstrate one
"a~swer" to materialism, one focus for imagination, he provides
us with some extraordinary insights.
Trilling's method, like that in so many other critiques, is most
effective on the attack. The battler comes from his comer at once
to deny any "incompatibility of mind and reality." He pushes
over Parrington and Dreiser in quick, authoritative fashion and
. consciously toys with Sherwood Anderson. His dilmiual of Steinbeck and, later, his gentler restrictions on DOl Panos, O'N~il~,
and Wolfe, are fair and to the point. R.epeatedly, hi. diuection.
of "brute" literary power are magnificent.
The attack on the "scientific method" of th~ Kinsey ~eport
makes wonderful reading, and is in itself almost enough proof of
Trilling's thesis: Imagination cannot be written off from physical
"reality." By the time he is through with the announced KinleY
tolerance of "what is," Trilling has demonstrated Kinsey as tolerating only what may give the quickest sensation to a man in any
given "moment of desire-and to hell not only with any interest
the woman may have in sex but even with any selfish interest the
man may have in interesting her.
Finally-and this despite his elaborate discovery of the tritest
of human selfishnes5-Trilling is extraordinarily effective at ex- .; .
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poling phony unselfishness. Whether or not the shoe fits "us" all,
I cannot imagine a more perceptive warning to humanitarians
than this:
Some paradox of our natures leads us, when once we have made our
fellow men the.objects of our enlightened interest, to go on to make
them the objects of our pity, then of our wisdom, ultimately of our
coercion.
But Trilling does more than damn: his praises, if scattered, are
often equally perceptive. If, in a book with a~thesis, his sympathy
goes most often to writers who share his (oncems,·we can hardly
be surprised. And his insights are not abruptly limited, as I felt
as maybesteonthey were in the Forster, to such sides ofa writer
"
finn the thesis. Tacitus is perhaps dragged in by the. heels. But
there are wonderful things said about Huckleberry Finn and
Scott Fitzgerald, tributes remarkably fresh toheroesalreaay 10
often ICl'Utinized..
I
Freud, indeed, is introduced as an especiallytonvincing witnen
for ~he thesis:"Of all mentallystems, the Freudian paychology i.
the one which makes poetry indige~ous to the very constitution
of the mind." And: A "quality of grim poetry is. characteristic of
Freud'••ystem and the ideas it generates for him."
"\

.

-

,

~

The Freudian man ii, I venture to think, a creature of far more dignity
and far more intere.tthan the man which any other modern system
has been able to conceive ••• an inextricable tingle of culture and
biology. And not being simple, he il not .imply good: he ha., al Freud
says somewhere, a kind of hell within him from which r~leverluting··1
ly the impullCl which threaten hil civilization•••• [Freud'.] de.ire for
man il only that helhould be human. ••• The poetic qualitiCl of
Freud'i own principlel ••• lugge.tthat hil iI a view which doci not
narrow and limplify the human world for the artist but ••• opens and
complicatCl it. ,.

So far sq,g~. Logically, Trilling has demanded. only that we
recognize the strength and contradictoriness of man', driVel, and
that we judge our writers by whether the Uamountand intensity

....
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of their activity are in a sati.fying proportion to"the recalcitrance
of the [humanlmaterlal." Logically, that i., we .hould value creative writing as it brings into per.pective, for our judgment, what
it means for:a man to choose: what we want, and what we can get
by fighting for it, and above all what we can get only by giving up
aomething else.
That, I say, is the logic of Trilling's argument, and a fine logic
too. But suddenly Trilling shuu up .hop and allow. us only one
choice, Tertan'. choice. Man i. inherently to evil, it would aeem,
that we had best forget all individualaapiration••
The novel, then, i. to concern only the problem Cervantes set
us: "the problem of appearance and reality: the shifting of aocial
classes." (Though to be sure "the novelaal have described it haa
never really established itself in America.") And in'this "inveatigation of reality beginning in the social field"-assumingofcoune
that his readers are not simply interested in "biological urgings"
-Trilling allows us no other choice than aesthetic contemplation.
liThe fa~ade is down; society's resistance to the discovery of depravityhas ceased; now everyone knows that Thackeray waa
wrong, Swift right."
Preparing to demonstrate the evil dominant in man ,(and therefore properly the central subject matter in any work of art) , Trilling sets up a multitude of straw antagonists. We read quotations
from Blank the publisher expressing his surprise at the motivations of people reading about Nazi sadism. We have endless paraphrase of the events of The Princess Casamassima,. leaving Henry
James looking very foolish indeed to have indulged in such heavyhanded argumentation. Evil is apostrophized and looks like no
fun at all; we wonder only whether Mr. Trilling can knowanything at all of how comic a sudden sexual attraction may be, or
the interior dialog of a man ashamed of himself for taking uncongenial orders.
We are dosed with heavy-handed irony, quite unl~e anything
else in Trilling. We are told that civilizations are alike in' that
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they renounce something for something else," but without the
added reflection th~t even the use of one's own time involve. the
same renunciation. We are left, finally, with the conclusion.that .
to stnow all is the only proper ~im of man but that at the same
time it is to despair of all. And in his essay on The Princess Casamassima Trilling tags to James, from that conclusion. quite a set
or~bservations:

sOmetimes society offers an opposition of motives in which the antag.onilt. are in IUch a balance of authority and appcalthat a man who
10 wholly perceives them al to embody them in his very ·bei·ng cannot
choose between them and is therefore destroyed. This is known al
tragedy.

The Princess Casamassima is a brilliantly precise representation of
~ial actuality.
I
One needs to be a genius to counter-attack nightmare; perhaps this is
the definition of genius.
All the instincts or necessities of radical demOcracy are against the
superbness and arbitrariness which often mark great spirits.
Now 1 have clearly not chosen gly quotations with an eye to
showing off Trilling's percep~iveness. which, in this essay as elsewhere, gives us astonishing lights on James and on literature and
on society. ,After Trilling's horrid paraphrase. is done, we have a
moving case ·niadefor Casamassima las representative of at least
one very significant ,body of tragedy. Its hero, Hyacinth. has indeed had to thoose between a gracefu1despotism and a revol~tion
which apparently promises the stifling of all creativity.> So the
hero Kills himself. Which is all right for more than one hero in
more than one situation. But by the time Trilling is through with
him, poor little Hyacinth is symbol for anyone who ever tried to'
act or think, and any choice of ~ny man is co~sequent1y a guilty
choice, W( have an "equilibrium of guilt," with everyman guilty
alike for whatever he accepts and whatever he overthrows. For
one cannot "accept" any suffering, "no matter for what ideal, no
I'

~

.
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matter if one's own suffering be also accepted, without incurr~ng
guilt. It is the guilt in which every civilization is implicated."
Oh well. Choice is hard sometimes. One does one's best, or one
doesn't do one's best. One seeks to learn from the dissenters, or
~ne doesn't. There is, to be sure, validity in the drama Trilling
prefers, of the man who cannot choose and who can only fall back
on that "kind of hell within" as his explana,tion.of general hopelessness. But surely there is no less drama in the man who chooses.
once, and again, and repeatedly, seeking out as best he can what
is best to be done and, if a.dmitting he is "guilty" of occasional
insensitivity or even perversity, still not considering hiD;lself so
all-fired important as to make his guilt the center of even his own
universe. There is deeply moving tragedy which fits Trilling's
definition; by one interpretation Hamlet would fit, if not Mac..
beth, Lear, or Othello, or any of us who seek to find what capabili.
ties are in us, and for what roles.
Trilling is of course reacting from ideologies which refuse to
admit the "little" man's guil~ in any situation" And of course,
though Trilling is so unable to describe it except in generalizations, man's perversity exists-from whatever ~use, and whether
it be purposeful evil or frightened blindness. But in offering us,
as altemative to freedom' from guilt, only the freedom to scorn
ourselves, Trilling seems to have cut off nearly as much of human
vario,:!sness as his antagonists. It is after all almost as great a lux~ry to judge ourselv:es beneath contempt as above criticism-and
then to sit in judgment on those battling worms who haven't even
seen that they are beneath contempt too, and so are still making
choices.
Now likely I would not be so concerned over Trilling's pers0!1al evocation of evil, did he not so insistently label it as "the"
liberal imagination, ..the" answer to materialism. Trilling has,
after all, many literary and philosophical ancestors, men whose
goodness of heart is unmistakable but whose "devils" are curiously contrived and unconvincing.
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I should not be so much concerned, that is to say, were it not
that Trilling seems to hitve accepte~ the conventional<"devil&'"of
those he attacks most bitterly, the absolutists among bureaucratic
and totalitarian thinkers. He seems to see little hope or purpose
for the many men dedicated to specific values or dedicated, better,
to working specific values into position where they will reinforce
and be reinforced by all other possible values and interests.
It was in his ATnold that Trilling specified that we need whole
or "thick'" imagination in order to appreciate the correspond..
ences between world forces and human understanding. The possibility is ruled out, it would seem, that men can reason from the
good or the love semed ui'their daily livelihood to a greater, more
comprehensive Good or Love-that indeed most men can reason
only thus, as if from revelation-that only thus can most of us tie
any daily ethics to the abstract religion we have been taught. And
that it is therefore up to us all to think through the circumstances
conducive to personal choice and action-the possibilities, today,
of personal ethical choice among feasible and significant altematives.
:
To pin down very directly what I have been getting at: We
need not only the whole or national vision that Trilling has
sketched for us; we need room for partial, local action as welt I
do not introduce Philip Selmick into the end of this review simply in order to damn Triiling. Selmick's book, TVA and the
Grass'Roots, deserves utmost attention for the questions it raises.
I hope, however,' that what I have already tried to say will serve
to show the immediacy of the questions cdtd the implications of
Selmick's answers.
Selznick documents, most tellingly, TVA's apparent "coopting" with special interests rather than with real "grass roots."
In~eed, it has Sometime's seemed that Lilien~al and other TVA
enthusiasts, perhaps from too long habit of addressing luncheon
clubs, speak of popular decision in t~s of mystic essence 'rather
than hard-bitten politics or the heart-breaking efforts necessary
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to achieve understanding and action. We should indeed be heartened by Selznick's criticisms, for they should make us the less
easily satisfied with our accomplishments thus far in govemment
"by the people:'
But Selznick goes on tob-attack TVA leaders' good faith. Despite
his disclaimers, after his forty pages of reasons why the "grass '
roots" philosophy may be of personal advantage to those who espouse it we are left no conclusionlother than that Selznick considers TVA leaders hypocrites. Then to soften the Personal edge,
or perhaps rather to tum it to universal principle, he suggests that
any government bureau which tries to derive its policies from
"the people" necessarily ends up by "coopting" with already existent organization-the pressure, groups and special interests. Any
possibility of progress through showing the people how they can
effectively direct and make use of their civil servants is altogether
ignored. TVA made such and such a bad record, and that is what
is going to hapPen to all who try the TVA philosophy. That, at
least, is the Selmick conclusioilJ-radler than that TVA has made
some ~takes in its trail blazing, mistakes which now we can
study and try to avoid in our own future efforts.
,~ Clearly, the possibilities of achieving popular direction are
largely unproved and even unexplored. It i~ indeed our national
calamity ,that the parroting of "states' rights" has been allowed to
obscure the need for implementing local imagination. And so
here we are, with Selznick (and such of his revie~ers as Tugwell
and Banfield) simply urging that we write local imagination or
at least local participation off as a sad myth. And Trilling, in his
call for "variousness and possibility," apparently ignoring the
diversity of "levels" (horrible bureaucratic word) at which we
need to find imagination and strength. Granted that we need the
leaders with "~hole" imaginations, still surely their imagination
can be kept fresh onlyby our securing'themost diverse of intelligent dissents, from the most diverse of men with the most diverse
of preoccupations.
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One last note only: Petry Miller's anthology,Th~ Tf'ansc~n
dentalistsl puts on bril,liant exhibit the weapons one school oJ
' .
American thinkers left us for attacking that narrow materialism
which Trilling,and so many of\1sfear. Trilling himself sImply .
laughs, off the transcendentalists:
,

We might wonder whether Hawthorne's questioning of the naive and
often eccentric faiths of the transcendental reformers was not, on the
. face'of it, a pui>Iicservice.
, '
The real difference between [Henry James and Walt.Whitman] is the
difference between the -mox:al mind, with its awareness of -tragedy,
irony, and multitudinous distinctions, andthetrans~ndental mind,
with its passionate sense of the oneness of multiplicity.

But the fact remains: The transcendentalists were very nearly
the only Americans to e~poundasystem of multiplicity-based,
to be sure, ona faith in oneness. Since their day, multiplicity has
served generally ~ basis for tragedy (or, of course, comedy). Regionalists have been considered as, by definition, romantics. The
only systematic American optimism has been materialist.
I The New England' thinkers of a hundred ,years 'ago were as
,appalled \ly tpaterialismas is Trilling today. They were ~owever
also fighting'against those of their-forefathers who had been so
convinced that'man is generally unsalvageable. The transcendentalists fought on both fronts atonce, claiming that, along with the
bad, man Can find good in himself which he may, after harShest
self-exanlination, trust.
The transcendentalists found "correspondences" with larger
truths in their most everyday thoughts and 9Ccupation~. They
contributed to the most astonishing varietyof social and aesthetic
thought and action. But perh~ps in emphasizing the simplest
satisfactions of the mind, a number of them won a r~putatioti for
,simple-mindedness. Or,the stress they had to give. theological
counterattack in a theological age has hurt even the rest of their
writing in the less clerical generatioilsthat followed. Or, it may
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be, their defense of man's potentialities, their very optimism, was
forgotten because they were joined so quickly by the adherents of
a mechanistic, materialistic, easy optimism. What the transcendentalists strove to show was possible, the materiCl;1ists argued l
could be had without effort.
We know the transcendentalists today by a very fe~of their
numbers, and by their aphorisms taken out of context. 'It is accordingly today almost a revelation to read, in their own writings,
of their separate objectives and their strong disagreements, as
these developed in their conduct of very real political and ethical
campaigns. Perry Miller has 'of course thosen for his anthology
only the most direct and the moJFstriking docunients of those
campaigns; thus edited at least, Bronson Alcott and George Ripley and Theodore Parker stand rooted in reality and in defense
of "variousness" far stronger than Emedon and ,more purposefully than Whitman. Each is substantially represented in Miller's
generous volume; theirs is a reasoned and a convincing optimism,
in the best sense, that recognizes the whole of man.
It would seem, then, that Trilling and the many others who
with him are debating the assumptions of the materialistic doctrine, might gain support from those thinkers of a, century. ago
who first met the industrial revQI4iion and sought the roles within
it which man could play with dignity. By their own variations on
the theme, they enlarged-before we so largely forgot them-our
sense of what it is to be an Ameri
Without such variations,
we are in danger that our vision
y be so "whole" as to be
empty: We may so easily fall victim to Tertan's madness.
I have praised, and I have damned. t is only fair that I should
represent Trilling finally by his own conclusions. What he has to
say is pertinent in our efforts far beyond the fields he has modestly
claimed:
If we find that it is true of ourselves that we conceive ideas to be pene~
of intellection or crystallizations of thought. precise and completed,
and defined by their coherence and their procedural .recommenda-
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.tions, then we shall have accounted for the kind of prose literature
we have•••• But if we are drawn to revise our habit of conceiving ideaS
in this way and learn instead to think of ideas as living things, ine~p. ably connected·with our wills and desires, as s~~ptible of growth and
development by their vet] naturq, as showing their life by their tendency to change, as being liable, by this very tendency, to deteriQrate '
and become corrupt and to work harm, then we shall stand'in a relation to ideas which ~kes an .active literatUre possible.
",'

.

.

...

'(

less

To whiC;h add this-if
mod:esdy claimed, less surely documerited, still compelling by its assumpt~on that all human ima~i~
nation is at root one. The novel "taught us, as no other genre eVu
did, the extent of human variety and the value of this variety...•
If its impUlse does not respond to the need, we shall have reas()n
to be sad not only over a waning form of art but also over our
waning freedom."
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